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DLS Worldwide optimizes your
distribution and controls your
costs through our spectrum
of integrated services, unique
sources of capacity, and global,
technology-based delivery
network.

Rely on DLS Worldwide for:
■■ Domestic LTL & Truckload
■■ International FCL, LCL, and Air
■■ Expedited Air or Ground with
Same Day, Next Day or Two Day
Options
■■ White glove solutions including
install & unpack, liftgate
delivery and more

Simplify Logistics
Management with Our
Leveraged Platform

Combine your
freight volume and
achieve powerful
economies-of-scale

Unlock new levels of
efficiency with the DLS
Worldwide leveraged platform.
Now your company can rely
on the same resources and
workflows as any Fortune 250
company managing freight
volumes around the world.
Secure complete
accessibility and
visibility
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DLS Worldwide
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To help you streamline
transportation management
and stay on top of your budget,
DLS Worldwide offers costeffective, reliable, efficient
delivery methods based on
your logistics needs. Our
comprehensive range of
services ensures a seamless,
connected experience with
multiple service levels,
complete visibility and
simplified pricing.

Whether it’s transportation
via air, land, sea or any
combination, rely on DLS
Worldwide for the best options
and recommendations. Our
knowledgeable transportation
professionals can customize
strategies for you based
on your choice of carriers,
locations, schedules and
delivery requirements,
opening new opportunities
to build your business and
your bottom line.
Access a far-reaching
network of experts

Our proven capabilities
and deep understanding of
domestic and international
shipping are demonstrated
daily through our team of
dedicated transportation
specialists at more than 130
local offices across the United
States. With an average of
more than 15 years of industry
experience, these committed
professionals are on the

forefront of the latest market
trends and technologies
and are ready to apply
their exceptional skills and
industry acumen to deliver
outstanding service.
Be responsive and
responsible

As part of RR Donnelley, DLS
Worldwide is an EPA SmartWay®
Transport Partner. We help you
meet your sustainability goals
by using best practices for:
■■ Saving fuel
■■Minimizing engine idling
■■Reducing emissions
For more than 150 years,
many of the world’s most
storied brands have relied on
RR Donnelley to connect with
their customers. With DLS
Worldwide, now you can too.
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